Some remarks on the tertual history
of a famous late sirteenth-centuryworld historv:
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fu JanSchmidt
This paper intends to discusssome of the complica- and seems to have used a manuscript of the work
tions connectedwith the textual history of the Ktinhi) copied by the caliigrapher Qevri Qelebi which was in
'l-allhar
('The Essenceof Histories') of the Ottoman the possesionof his informant Hr-iseynMa'anoflrs.
'Àli
polyhistor Mustafá
ffendi. They doubtlesslyhave This is about all I could find in secondaryliterature.
a bearing on the problems encounteredin the n'ider With regard to future studl'. I am also thinking in this
field of Ottoman and perhaps also Persian philologl' respect of the liequent ownership markings in the
indir,idual manuscripts.and especiallycritical editions
which is the subjectof this symposium.
have
to
introduce
of later texts might be helpful on this point. I cannot
To OttomanistsI should hardly
the author and his famous, if not notorious.history, go further into this matter here.
The subjectI particularly wish to discussnow, is the
famous, but as yet unedited1. To sum up the most
'Átl.
t f textual history of the work itseif from the moment
t h e s o no f a m e r c h a n o
i m p o r t a n tf a c t s :M u s t a t à
'alím
'Àli
put his pen to the first sheetof paper until
by MustaÍà
Gallipoli. lived from l54l to 1600, was a
profession
poet
by the 1860swhen the work began to be printed.
and a
education. a bureaucrat by
What do we know, firstly, of the history of the text
vocation. He wrote some fifty works of prose and
of during the author's lifetime? This aspect has lately
poetry - a sound bibliograph-vis still lacking
which the'Essenceof Histories'in Íour volumes.called beentouched unon bv Cornell Fleischerin his disserta'Áll
'pillars',
u'hlch is largely dedicatedto the author's
is regardedas his magnum opus. It is. an.vr.r'a1'.tion of
his most voluminouswork. comprising1.647pagesin biographl. From data providedb1'the author himself
the incomplete printed version published by the Tak- in rarious parts of the K[)rth and some of his other
'Àh
'amire
beganto
t,tmhane-i
in Istanbul in the last century2 as well works we arrive at the tollou'ingpicture:
'on
a Frida.v'in the early winter of
as some 500 to 600 large manuscript folios for the write his History
'Áli't
unprinted parts. The History roughly treats the deve- the year 1000(l 591i92)as Fleischerrecapitulates
own somewhatclichédexplanationin the Introduction
lopment of the world from its creation until 1596. It
'pillar'
'as
of the work
a long wished for
also is the first full-fledged universal history in the to the first
'ciassical'
grand
style that was written in ornate Otto- labour of love (the work, indeed,was never in the end
man-Turkish rhymed prose.The book has alwaysbeen dedicatedto a patron as most of his others were)... to
and still is regarded as one of the most important atone for his misdeeds.and as a...memorial to his
'À1I,
as appearsfrom commentariesscattered
Ottoman histories,and, in particular, as an invaluable name'ó.
throughout the book, kept working on it 'in a piecesourcefor the period contemporary with the author.
Although the book, or rather books, have been meal fashion'7 and not in the logical (mainly chronolomuch copied and used by historians, both Ottoman gical) order as we know it, up to the year 1007(1598/
and modern, systematicresearchon the question of its 99) when he left Istanbul for his last posting from
role in Ottoman intellectual history, its sourcesand which he was not to return. that of emír and emrn
'trustee')
of the harbour of
influence on later Ottoman historiographershas not (district-governor and
'Áh
years
of his life,
also
been undertakenas yet. This last point is of course of Jidda. During the last two
particular importance for our study of the textual wrote three other not too small proseworks and we get
a historian the strong impressionthat the Kilnhwas neverfinished
history. We know for examplethat PegevT,
of the next generation,knew the work, wrote a margi- in the end: in the text as we have it we notice a clear
nal comment in a copy of the fourth pillar and used loosening of the chronological and structural framethe work as a source3.His contemporaryKàtib Qelebi, work at the end of the Ottoman volume in the part
miss for
on the other hand does not seem to have used the which dealswith the contempory period
worka, but Na'rma who lived in the late l7th, early instance the biographical chapters of the reign of
l8th century mentioned it as a source for his history Sultan Murád III to which the author nevertheless
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and chaptersalso in Paris and in particular the sixty-two copieskept in the
refersin the text as we have it
'l-kutub
in Cairo and in various libraries in
earlier volumes seemincompleteor only schematically Dáru
executed(such as those which treat the later Abbasid Istanbul. Not all of these manuscripts have been described in catalogues.For the Cairo manuscripts we
Caliphs).
(1593194)
still have only the old catalogue of Ed-Dágistánr of
In an early stage of the writing, in 1002
'Àh
conceivedthe fourfold division of the work which 1888/89(one dated copy from among the five manuhe described in his general introduction tó the first scripts of the fourth pillar describedtherel0 seemsto
pillar: the first volume was to treat the history of the have disappearedsince then, but we are so to speak
world from the creation until the time of the Prophet. compensatedwith five others I discoveredin 1985).
Atstz
the second the history of the Umayyad and Abbasid For Istanbul the situation is much better. In 1968'ÁlI's
dynasties, the third the history of the Turkish and first publishedlists of the Istanbul manuscriptsof
Tatar dynasties and the fourth the history of the works including a number of Kiinhs not describedin
Ottomans8.This last volume Íinally comprisedat least earlier. often, unfortunately, untrustworthy and
11.
as many pagesas the three precedingpillars. We also incomplete.catalogues I found, though, that Atsrz
find this division in four (unequal)pillars in the printed had overlookedthirteen manuscriptsof various pillars
version.but there it probably is a reconstructionby the and combinationsof them kept in the Istanbul Univereditor basedon the introduction just mentioned.None sity Library.
'ÀlT's
What can we say about these manuscripts from a
original
of the manuscriptsI saw so far follow
plan: in all the respectivemanuscriptsthe Íirst pillar is text-historicalpoint of view'l
Firstly: there does not seem to have survived an
split into a (new) first and secondpillar and the third
pillar describesroughly speakingthe Muslim (not only autograph or an authorized version of the work or
Turkish-Tatar) dynastiesafter the death of the Prophet parts of it. If we try to date the manuscripts,we find
including the Umayyads and Abbasids for which it that only a limited number of manuscripts have a
exclusivelyhad beenreservedin the Introduction.This colophon with the date or the year in which the copy
producesa more balanceddilision in size of the Ítrst in question was completed: somewhatover a third,
'Àli
changedhis mind tuentl -four. of our manuscriptshave sucha colophon
three pillars. It is possiblethat
point
w'riting
of
his
book. forgot or (not alu'avsfor the irhole of the manuscript,though):
during the
on this
did not havetime to adapt the IntroductionaÍteruards seventeendate Íiom the 17th century - the earliest
but it could also be a later conceptionu'hich resulted explicitly dated manuscript. Fatih 4225, now kept in
Library 12,was completedin October,
from the practrcalconsiderationsof later copyistsor the Sr,ileymaniye
binders (we have proof for a comparableintervention November 1620,twenty years after the author's death
by a copyist to which I will return later). In order not - five date from the 18th and one from the l9th
to complicatematters, I will follow the division found century, remarkably from the very year, 1860,in which
the printed version began to be published by the
in the manuscripts.
'antire
might
in Istanbul. Sometimes the
what
we
Takvínthc7ne-i
about
know,
secondly,
do
we
What
(or
witnesses)of the text? manuscripts. in the case that they are not explicitly
call the material remains
They are many: about eighty-fivemanuscripts.none of dated. offer other clues that may lead to a. sometimes
them including the whole work. but individual piilars only approximate.dating. Theseare: knowledgeof the
or combinationsof them or parts of them. have survi- hrstory of the individuai manuscriptfrom sourcesoutside
ved in the libraries of Cairo. Istanbul and Europe. of the manuscript itself, watennarks in the paper, the
someof them regrettablynot easily.if at all. accessible. identification of the copyists. owners. or patrons who
The fourth pillar or parts of it occur most frequently. commissionedthe copying, datablemarginal notes, calliA practical complication is that the number of manu- graphy and/or other art-historical aspects. or a
scripts, already large, wili doubtlessly swell in pro- combination of them. All of thesepossibilitiesoccur in
portion to the ongoing labours of cataloguing. Well relation to our manuscripts. If we include the data
known are the words of Franz Babinger in this respect obtained from theseclues, we see that of the twenty'pillars',
two
who said he nevercontemplateda secondedition of his one manuscriptscovering the first three
der Osmanen und ihre were produced rn the first half of the lTth century, six
famous Die Gest'hichtsschreiber
Werke (Leipzig 1927) because inevitably in the end in the secondhalf, and thirteen in the 18th century. Of
'pillar'
'in
or parts of
irgendeinemKráwinkel the forty manuscriptsof the fourth
someone would find that
gebe es noch eine in Privatbesitz befindliche Hand- it, three were produced in the first half of the l Tth
schrift des Kiinh-iil-achbàr'e.This was of course a century, sixteenin the secondhalf, thirteen in the l8th
very rash and perhapsnot really seriousstatement:no and two in the 19th century; six manuscriptscould not
scholarly work will and, for that matter, should strive be further dated. Following this method, the oldest
existentcopies appear to be three copies of the fourth
to be final.
In the following, I will base myself mainly on the pillar: the Leiden manuscript, Or. 28813, the MS
manuscripts I have studied so far: three European Ttirkqe 2377 kept in the University Library in Istancodicesof the fourth pillar, kept in Leiden, Berlin and bulia and the MS Taríh Turkí 332 kept in Cairols. all
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of which have anchor-type watermarks occurring in disc and globe both in the traditional and modern
paper produced in Venicein 1609ró.This still leavesus European fashion, thesewere on the other hand prowith a gap of at least ten years between the moment bably commissionedmore for the sakeof learningthan
when the author put down his pen after having written to pleasethe eye; remarkably only one of thesemanu'additions' to the work and the year in which scripts,MS Revan 1117, becamepart of a dynastic
his last
it is difficult to arrive at
vakf. In general,nevertheless,
the oldest manuscript was copied.
'probably
function lrom the
regards
the
book's
as
conclusions
Kíinh
A second characteristicwhich the
shares with many other later Ottoman texts is that featuresof the manuscriptsalone and many questions
nearly all manuscript copies offer a seemingly remain.
This situation of an incomplete chronology and a
uncorrupted text in a clear handwriting. We get the
impressionthat the text in all its subdivisionshas really seemingly smooth transmission of the text makes it
changed very little in the relatively short period difficult to establishan immediate textual interdepenbetween,say, 1609(the earliestdate found on the basis dance between any single pair of manuscripts and to
of watermarks)and 1860.Very few texts seemto offer identify or reconstruct a common ancestor or archeseriouscorruptions which could have beenthe result of type for ali of them. Careful study. however. has
a long seriesof accumuiatedscribal errors, although revealedbasic differenceswhich help to outline groups
omissionsof parts of the text seem to have occurred of manuscripts that belong to a particular tradition.
more frequently. This is perhaps not surprising if we From a global comparisonbetweenthe contentsof the
considerthe linguisticand orthographicalaspectof our Cairo and Istanbul manuscriptsand a detailed invenwork which it shared.again,with many other Ottoman tory of contents based on the printed version, the
texts. It was generally written in a highly artificial Leiden,Berlin2l and Paris22manuscripts.a restricted
language.the orthography of which moreover would number of major variants.or rather: parts of the text
only leave room for variance in the very restricted that occur in one or more manuscriptswhile they do
Turkish parts of the sentencesand verse.The purport not appearin others.are found.
'r'ariants'
These
occur in the second,third and fourth
and style of our text, moreover. would have left little
room for personalimprovisation and deliberatealtera- pillars. As regards the second pillar: the University
tion as was often the casewith westernmedieval texts Library in Istanbul,MS Tirkge 5960,has a versionof
written in the vernacularand for direct use.for instan- a part of the prophets' lives which is different from
that found in the printed text and the other manuce the Bible1?.
The contrary seemsto be the case here: very few scripts I have seen23,and only three Istanbul copies.
manuscriptshave any marginal or other notes which one in the same University Library and two in the
would point to personaluse.nor for that matter do we Topkapr Sarayr Library, have chapterson the Persian
find any traces of the copyist's personal intervention. kings and the Ptolemaeans(Batc1lise-iYtlnani)24.The
(We have.though, a curiousjustificatory remark by an style of thesefragments is sober and they might have
anonymous copyist. on the binding together in one beenlater additionsto the pillar by anotherauthor in
'pillars' of
order to completethe history. For the third pillar. we
volume of the (incomplete)secondand third
the History in what is now MS Ha:ine 1358 of the seethat three out of sevenmanuscriptsas well as the
'so
that the trvo (pre-Otto- printed version,do not have two major chapterswhich
Topkapr SarayrLibrarytt,
man) volumes were alike in size' (rki ciltluíi hctcntlarr describethe history of a number of Muslim dynasties
heraber olmak iqiln, fol. 3b). The majority of our ranging from the Samanids to the Rum Seljuks2s.
manuscriptsseemto have been commissionedfor the More important, that is, historiographicallymore oricourt in Istanbul, or personalitiesclosely connected ginal, variants occur in some copies of the fourth
with it - as far as I can see now, of the thirty-nine pillar. Four Istanbul manuscripts2óhave an additional
manuscripts which were commissionedby or in the chapter on the Egri-campaignof 1596which ends with
possessionof private personsonly twenty-onedid not a eulogy directedto the presumedhero of the battle of
at one time or another become part of a dynasrtc vakJ Haqova, Grand-vezir CigalazádeY[suf Sinán Páqà,in
'Álï
'left
in the
also pleads no longer to be
which might not have increasedtheir accessibilityor at which
least limited their possiblemutation by readers.Espe- desert' and to be given a post in the Divan. It is
cially after the middle of the lTth century the Kilnh probable that this part of the book was suppressedby
'Àlt
himself immediately after the man had been disseemsto have becomepopular, but perhapsmore as a
gracefully
present
read
and
dismissed forty days later2l . A very
work
to
than
as
a
collectors'item or
study. In this respectwe should notice that only one remarkableand unique variant moreover occursin the
manuscript, Tarrl-t Turkr Mu;lafa FAdil 271e kept in Leiden MS Or. 288 mentioned above, which constiCairo, has a dozen magnificentlyexecutedminiatures tutes the missing chapters of the introduction to the
but most manuscriptshave preciouspaper which is set fourth pillar and which seemson internal evidenceto
'Àti
in gilt frames,are beautifully written and are decorated be a very late fragment, undoubtely written by
with elaborate frontispieces.Although three Istanbul himself and perhapslost in an early stageof the textual
manuscriptshave rather simple pictures of the world tradition, possibly becauseof an error of binding28.
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We have perhaps a comparable and last case in a
variant occurring in the same pillar in the chapter on
the 38th event of the reign of Sultan Murád III. Half
of the Cairo and Istanbul manuscriptshave a fragment
of some five sentenceswhich forms the logical narra'bridge'
tive
betweenthe story on the return of Kapudan Ibráhim Pá5á from Libya and the circumstances
surroundingthe third appointment of Koca Sinán Pàpá
to the grand-veziratein 1593. The other manuscripts
do not have this fragment but have a gap in the text,
either representedas an open spaceof half a page or in
a continuing text. which begins with an incomplete
sentenceof nine words which does not occur in the
'full'
versions.This defectivetransitionexactlycoincides
with the transition of the text in MS Tíirkge 23772eof
the Istanbul University Library betweenfols. 418 and
419 where two parts of different manuscripts were
erroneouslybut probably deliberatelybound together.
This erroneous binding is perhaps the origin of the
second 'defective'tradition. The full first part of this
manuscript might have contained a fuller second but
different 'bridge' in the text which has not survivedin
other manuscripts.
As said above. both the Leiden and the Istanbul
manuscripts. the one a compiete version, and the
second a defective version probably belong to the
oldest manuscripts in existence.From this we might
perhaps conclude that the major branches growing
from the textual stemmaor rather: stemmas.as none
of the manuscriptscover the whole work. had already
begun to proliferatein the decadebetween1599 and
1609of which we unfortunatelyknow nothing.Departing from the data outlined above, future. more detailed. researchmay result in a more complete arrangement of textual relationsthan I have so far bee able to
manage and lay the foundation for the much desired
critical edition of the book.
(Istanbul/TheHague,August-October1986)
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